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ABSTRACT
The efficiency of radiotherapy treatment regimes varies from tumour to tumour and from patient to patient but it is
generally highly influenced by the tumour microenvironment (TME). The TME can be described as a heterogeneous
composition of biological, biophysical, biomechanical and biochemical milieus that influence the tumour survival and
its’ response to treatment. Preclinical research faces challenges in the replication of these in vivo milieus for predictable
treatment response studies. 2D cell culture is a traditional, simplistic and cost-effective approach to culture cells in vitro,
however, the nature of the system fails to recapitulate important features of the TME such as structure, cell-cell and
cell-matrix interactions. At the same time, the traditional use of animals (Xenografts) in cancer research allows realistic
in vivo architecture, however foreign physiology, limited heterogeneity and reduced tumour mutation rates impairs relevance to humans. Furthermore, animal research is very time consuming and costly. Tissue engineering is advancing as a
promising biomimetic approach, producing 3D models that capture structural, biophysical, biochemical and biomechanical features, therefore, facilitating more realistic treatment response studies for further clinical application. However,
currently, the application of 3D models for radiation response studies is an understudied area of research, especially for
pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC), a cancer with a notoriously complex microenvironment. At the same time,
specific novel and/or more enhanced radiotherapy tumour-targeting techniques such as MRI-guided radiotherapy and
proton therapy are emerging to more effectively target pancreatic cancer cells. However, these emerging technologies
may have different biological effectiveness as compared to established photon-based radiotherapy. For example, for
MRI-guided radiotherapy, the novel use of static magnetic fields (SMF) during radiation delivery is understudied and
not fully understood. Thus, reliable biomimetic platforms to test new radiation delivery strategies are required to more
accurately predict in vivo responses. Here, we aim to collate current 3D models for radiation response studies of PDAC,
identifying the state of the art and outlines knowledge gaps. Overall, this review paper highlights the need for further
research on the use of 3D models for pre-clinical radiotherapy screening including (i) 3D (re)-modeling of the PDAC
hypoxic TME to allow for late effects of ionising radiation (ii) the screening of novel radiotherapy approaches and their
combinations as well as (iii) a universally accepted 3D-model image quantification method for evaluating TME components in situ that would facilitate accurate post-treatment(s) quantitative comparisons.

PANCREATIC CANCER, THE TUMOUR
MICROENVIRONMENT AND CURRENT
TREATMENT STRATEGIES
Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is a cancer of
unmet clinical need. More specifically, this disease is initially
asymptomatic resulting in distant stage diagnosis, a 5-year
survival rate of just 9%1 and a UK average life expectancy of

4–6 months.2 These figures have barely improved for over
50 years2 and with incidence rates increasing, predictions
suggest that this cancer could rise to a main cause of cancer
deaths by 2030.3 This disease is classified as multigene-
based, with numerous biological fingerprints, including
mutations in K-Ras, p53 and Smad4, influenced by environmental factors such as smoking.4,5 Epidemiology reveals a
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Figure 1. Hallmarks of the pancreatic cancer tumour microenvironment.

slight gender discrepancy, favouring males, with Central, Eastern
and Western Europe displaying the highest national disease
prevalence.6 Unique hallmarks of this cancer impair treatment
success and challenge pre-clinical-to-clinical translation. These
hallmarks include a complex concoction of cellular components
that compose the tumour microenvironment (TME), which
lead to the formation of dense desmoplasia/fibrosis and extensive heterogeneous hypoxia (Figure 1). More specifically, PDAC
induces stellate cell activation that secrete very high amounts
of extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins. Such accumulation of
ECM proteins increases the stiffness around the cancer, this is
known as extensive fibrosis/desmoplastic reaction surrounding
the tumour.7 Consequently, stiffness increase causes blood vessel
collapse which leads to (i) impaired drug delivery and (ii) the
creation of heterogeneous expanses of low oxygen concentration (hypoxia).8 This ecosystem of diverse histological and
behavioural hallmarks hosts a unique pancreatic cancer niche
that actively promotes tumour cell survival, migration and resistance to current therapeutics7–13 (Figure 1). Thus, there is a clinical demand for advancing understanding, characterisation and
therapeutics for this devastating disease.
Current treatment strategies for pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma (PDAC)
Surgery
It is reported that 50% of UK PDAC patients are diagnosed after
presenting as an emergency hospital admission.2 Furthermore,
40% of UK patients visit a general practitioner three or more
times prior to receiving a diagnosis.2 As a result of unassuming
symptoms, late diagnosis elucidates that only 15% of patients are
eligible for curative surgical intervention.2,14,15 Moreover, resection as a treatment option for locally advanced PDAC improves
the 5-year survival rate by only 30%.2,16 Thereafter, resection and
a combination of chemotherapy and radiotherapy are advised
for consideration for borderline resectable PDAC and locally
advanced PDAC. Furthermore, treatment regimes for metastasis
of this disease remain poor, with a 1-year survival rate of just
20% post-treatment.15
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Chemotherapy
Adjuvant chemotherapy following surgical resection is a widely
recognised treatment option with significant survival benefits as
compared to chemotherapy alone.17 Gemcitabine, an antimetabolite/nucleic acid synthesis inhibitor, is considered the first-line
treatment for locally advanced or metastatic PDAC.18 Moreover,
Capecitabine another antimetabolite investigated in the ESPAC-4
trial (2017) supported the adjuvant combination of Gemcitabine and Capecitabine (GemCap) for resected patients.19 The
trial showed increased patient survival and tumour response in
patients receiving gemcitabine plus capecitabine compared with
gemcitabine alone, that is, 28 versus 25.5 months median survival
(p = 0.032).19 FOLFIRINOX, a treatment regime consisting of
a concoction of an antimetabolite, a topoisomerase inhibitor, a
platinum-based drug and an antitoxin, for locally advanced or
metastatic PDAC treatment is associated with increased patient
survival and higher toxicity when compared to Gemcitabine
as a monotherapeutic, that is, 11.1 versus 6.8 months median
survival (p < 0.001).20 Moreover, combination treatment of
Gemcitabine and nab-paclitaxel for metastatic PDAC has shown
to improve overall survival as compared to Gemcitabine alone,
that is, 8.5 versus 6.7 months median survival (p < 0.001);
however, patient toxicity including neuropathy and myelosuppression was increased.18 Furthermore, a Phase-III trial revealed
increased overall survival in patients treated with Gemcitabine in
combination with erlotinib (HER1/EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor) as compared to Gemcitabine alone for patients with unresectable, locally advanced or metastatic PDAC suffering adverse
side effects, that is, 6.24 versus 5.91 months median survival (p
= 0.038).21
Radiotherapy
There are a limited number of studies investigating preoperative multi-functional treatment for borderline resectable and
advanced PDAC. Therefore, preoperative treatment guidelines
are based on small criteria; however, chemo-radiotherapy is generally advised for consideration for borderline resectable PDAC.16
The A021101 trial (2016) demonstrated the multimodality
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Figure 2. Treatment options for pancreatic cancer: Treatment plans are personalised and dependent on disease progression and
the general health of the patient and can include multiple regimes (L: liver, P: pancreas, S: stomach).

use of preoperative modified FOLFIRINOX and Capecitabine
chemo-radiotherapy for borderline resectable PDAC, that is,
21.7 months median survival in all patients.22 These results are
supported by Phase-II clinical trials investigating neoadjuvant
therapy with FOLFIRINOX in combination with radiotherapy
for borderline resectable and locally advanced PDAC, in which
chemo-
radiotherapy resulted in increased progression-
free
survival and overall survival.23,24 On the contrary, a clinical trial
investigating neoadjuvant modified FOLFIRNOX and gemcitabine/nab-
paclitaxel alone or in combination with chemo-
radiotherapy after surgical resection revealed that resection and
chemo-radiotherapy combined was associated with increased
pathological treatment response but no significant difference in
overall survival was identified.25

chemo-radiotherapy as compared to chemotherapy alone, that
is,15.9 versus 17.9 months median survival (p = 0.05).17 This
outcome resulted in the limiting of radiotherapy use in Europe in
contrast to international PDAC standard treatments. Moreover,
the LAP07 Randomised Clinical Trial (2016) for locally advanced
PDAC showed no difference in patient response and survival
with chemotherapy alone as compared to chemo-radiotherapy
after 4 months of Gemcitabine treatment, that is, 16.5 versus 15.2
months median survival (p = 0.83).28 On the contrary, a pooled
analysis of 955 PDAC patients treated with adjuvant chemoradiotherapy combined with 5-FU or capecitabine chemotherapy
showed an improved overall survival of patients receiving
chemo-radiotherapy compared to chemotherapy alone, that is,
39.9 versus 24.8 months median survival (p < 0.001).29

Generally, radiotherapy is advised for consideration as an adjuvant therapy for locally advanced and PDAC metastasis after a
-month period of Gemcitabine.14,16,26 However, adjuvant chemo-
radiotherapy data for PDAC are generally limited.2 Nonetheless,
adjuvant chemo-radiotherapy for PDAC has been a treatment
option in the US for a long time, especially after the GITSG 9173
trial (1985) revealed improved overall survival of patients treated
with combined therapy as compared to no adjuvant treatment,
that is, 20 versus 11 months median survival (p = 0.035).27 More
recently, radiotherapy treatment for PDAC has proved controversial due to clinical trials failing to improve overall survival.17,19
More specifically, the European Study Group for Pancreatic
Cancer 1 Trial (2004) showed a deleterious effect on survival in
patients with resected pancreatic cancer treated with adjuvant

Overall, from the above studies, it is evident that the roles of
neoadjuvant and adjuvant radiation, for PDAC, are still evolving
and remain controversial. A general overview of the treatment regimes suggested for consideration for local PDAC are
summarised in Figure 2.
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PDAC resistance to radiotherapy
Generally, PDAC is described as an extremely radio-resistant
cancer.30–32 The hallmarks of PDAC directly impact treatment
response. More specifically, as described in section 1, the TME
and cellular response to radiation are closely interconnected
in vivo30,31 (Figure 1). Cell-matrix interactions in the cellular
response to radiation are suggested as critical to treatment
success.33 Furthermore, tumour models have shown increased
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radio-resistance in the presence of the other cells of the TME
and/or the ECM components.34 More specifically, pancreatic
stellate cells co-cultured with cancer cells reveal the promotion
of radio-resistance.32 Moreover, Pickup et al. (2014) suggest that
the ECM influences and enhances Hanahan and Weinberg’s
famous hallmarks of cancer, namely, (i) sustained proliferation,
(ii) evasion of growth suppressors, (iii) resistance to cell death,
(iv) replicative immortality, (v) induction of angiogenesis and
(vi) cell invasion and metastasis ability.7
Overall, the heterogeneous hypoxic TME hallmark reduces the
radiotherapy efficiency.30 50 years of pre-clinical and clinical
research describe the sensitivity of oxygenated cells to radiotherapy.35 More specifically, the oxygen enhancement ratio
(OER) boosts radiation treatment by a factor of 2.5–3.36 The
radiochemical rational for this phenomenon is widely known as
the oxygen fixation hypothesis (OFH), in which DNA damage is
irreversible in the presence of oxygen. In contrast, low oxygen
can evade radiation-induced cell death by initiating cell quiescence, inhibiting cell senescence, apoptosis, p53 activity, autophagy and mitochondrial activity.37 Moreover, clinical trials
including hyperbaric oxygen therapy, hyperthermia and
carbogen breathing as well as vasodilators attempt to reduce
hypoxia during radiotherapy increasing oxygen tension to
improve treatment efficacy.38 Similarly, treatments to target the
complex PDAC TME are emerging, including PARP inhibitors
activated pro-
drug (HAPs) and
and gene therapy.5 Hypoxia-
hypoxic nanocarriers are under development with the potential
to enhance radiotherapy for hypoxic cancers such as PDAC.38,39
However, traditional pre-
clinical testing via 2D cell-
culture
cannot accurately model hypoxia distribution due to the lack of
structure, making the accuracy/biomimicry of hypoxia-induced
radiation resistance in vitro studies challenging.
Recent advances in radiotherapy for PDAC
Advances in radiotherapy such as (i) intensity or volumetric
modulated radiation therapy (IMRT or VMAT), (ii) stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT), and (iii) proton therapy
are revealing promising results for the future of radiotherapy for
PDAC.14,40–44 These modalities are evolving to specifically target
the tumour tissue, whilst reducing adverse treatment side effects
and could, therefore, help overcome the resistance shown in
conventional radiotherapy. Moreover, this optimisation is essential for PDAC, due to location of the pancreas, situated deep
within the internal cavity, surrounded by radiosensitive organs
such as the stomach and duodenum.43 Furthermore, the path
of an X-ray beam to the pancreas often meets the spinal cord,
liver and kidneys demanding stringent dose optimisation to limit
damage to these critical organs.43
IMRT or VMAT delivers treatment in a number of radiation beams that are adjusted for different levels of intensities,
speeds and patterns allowing dose control and precise tumour
targeting.45,46 IMRT has shown to improve toxicity effects in a
study of 205 locally advanced pancreatic cancer patients (LAPC)
as compared to 3D conformal radiation therapy.41 Consequently,
IMRT in this study allowed a window for a better dose toleration and further dose escalation.41 Moreover, analysis of the
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American National Cancer Database (NCDB) showed that IMRT
in combination with chemotherapy lead to an increased 1 year
overall survival in comparison with classical 3D radiotherapy,
that is, 45.6 and 38.7% 1 year overall survival, respectively.32
Overall due to its’ positive effects, the IMRT use for PDAC treatment in has increased substantially from the years 2003–2011 by
27–72% equivalently while conventional radiotherapy decreased
by 73–28%.32
SBRT, employing either IMRT or VMAT, is a focused treatment
that allows a number of radiation beams to precisely target a
tumour from several different angles, allowing tighter dose
distribution and higher doses.40 SBRT has shown high rates of
local disease control leading to an improvement of the overall
1-year survival rates for borderline resectable pancreatic cancer
and locally advanced pancreatic cancer patients (16.4 and 15
months 1 year overall survival).42 Furthermore, analysis of over
19 published clinical trials for the use of SBRT for inoperable
PDAC, suggested advantages in treatment time, overall median
survival and locoregional control.47
Proton therapy is another novel radiotherapy approach for the
treatment of various types of cancer, including PDAC.44,48–50
Proton therapy exploits the use of charged particles as opposed
to conventional photon therapy allowing for more effective
dose deposition and a reduction of exit dose.44,48–50 Thus, the
use of protons for PDAC treatment is showing advantages over
conventional radiotherapy in terms of improved overall survival
and toxicity toleration.43,44 More specifically, a study of 11 unresectable PDAC patients treated with proton therapy displayed a
median survival of 18 months and 69% of the patients enrolled
experienced 2-year freedom from local disease progression.43
Moreover, proton therapy was well-tolerated with no Grade 2 or
higher gastrointestinal toxicities.43 Furthermore, analysis of 42
unresectable locally advanced PDAC patients treated with proton
beam therapy in combination with chemotherapy with Gemcitabine a 2 year overall survival of 50.8% with a mean survival time
of 25.6 months without severe toxicity events.44
Advances in MRI while delivering 3D radiation treatment for
enhancing radiation planning allows for improved precision via
better identification of the internal structures and their metabolism. The combined MR-Linac technology implies the presence
of SMF during radiation, prompting the research question if this
would affect the radiation efficacy and/or could be exploited to
improve treatments. More specifically, some studies have been
published related to the effect of SMF on radiation response.51–55
Although these studies are not conclusive, they suggest that SMF
may affect biological endpoints of radiation particularly with
regard to the altering of the cellular environment and repair
processes involved with radiation response. 3D systems may
further be affected by such mechanisms.
Overall, the above studies offer substantial improvements as
compared to conventional radiotherapy outputs and data for
PDAC; however, they are very limited in number and continue to
be part of ongoing clinical trials. Furthermore, for faster delivery
of novel therapies from bench to bedside, it is of high importance
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to have appropriate platforms for radiotherapy screening, that
can capture the structural, biological and chemical complexity of
the tissue microenvironment.
CURRENT PRECLINICAL TREATMENT SCREENING
TOOLS FOR PDAC
The overall failure of PDAC treatments at a clinical level can be
associated with misrepresentative pre-clinical testing systems.
Traditional 2D cell culture is a fast low cost-
conventional
approach to study PDAC treatments in vitro. However, it fails
to represent cell-
cell, cell-
matrix interactions, microarchitecture and environmental gradients of the in vivo TME that are
imperative to treatment response.5,10–13 Alternatively, the traditional use of animals (Xenografts) in cancer research allows realistic in vivo architecture; however, foreign physiology, limited
heterogeneity, and reduced tumour mutation rates impair relevance to humans.5,10–13 Thus, translational discrepancies emerge
when applying relevance to pre-clinical treatment screening and
resistance profiling. Tissue engineering is emerging to produce
more clinically relevant biomimicry of complex cellular milieus
responsible for treatment resistance.33,34,56,57 3D (re)-modeling
of the TME has the potential to improve resistance profiling for
cancers with high radio-resistance and poor patient survival,
such as PDAC. Currently 3D (re)-modeling for PDAC for radiation treatment screening is an understudied area of research.
The following sections describe different available pre-clinical
models for PDAC radiotherapy screening.
2D cell culture
Traditionally PDAC radiotherapy research in 2D cell culture
investigates radiosensitisers and chemo-radiotherapy screening.
DNA damage and cytotoxic effects of treatments are easily quantified. More specifically, Tuli et al. (2014) report DNA damage
and dose-dependent decreases in PDAC cell viability in radiation fractions of 0–10 Gy in 2D monolayers.58 Moreover, Weiss
et al. (2003) report on the effect of irradiation alone compared to
chemo-radiotherapy in BxPC-3 pancreatic cancer cells, demonstrating significant increases in DNA damage and cell death 24 h
after combined treatment in 2D cell culture.59 Furthermore,
Cordes et al. (2007) investigated the sensitisation of pancreatic cancer cells to radiotherapy.60 More specifically, the transmembrane protein Caveolin-1, which acts in cellular adhesion
of integrins, cytoskeleton proteins and signaling molecules, was
downregulated in pancreatic cell lines PATU8902, MiaPaCa2
and Panc-1 after 24 h of 0, two or 6 Gy radiation treatment.60
Thereafter, caveolin-1 expression knock down resulted in an
increase of radiosensitisation of the pancreatic cancer cells in 2D
culture.60 Similarly, Giagkousiklidis et al. (2007) utilised 2D cell
culture to identify increased sensitivity to fractions of 10 Gy and
20 Gy, 96 h post-radiation, when X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis
(XIAP) was inhibited.61 More recently, Moertl et al., (2019) verified that pancreatic cancer cell (SU.86.86, MiaPaCa2, T3M-4)
sensitivity to radiotherapy increases in a 2D culture system when
inhibiting histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDACi).62,63
Despite the simplicity in use and the cost-
efficiency of 2D
cell-
culture systems, realistic tissue structure, cell-
cell and
cell-ECM interactions as well as integrin-mediated signaling
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and morphology-related cellular function that have been associated with radio-resistance in vitro cannot be recapitulated.34,64
Moreover, enriching this 2D platform with TME features such
as the co-culture of ECM proteins and cancer cells provides
variations in treatment resistance, as previously mentioned.
More specifically, Cordes and Meineke (2003) demonstrate
improved post-radiation cell survival in pancreas carcinoma as
well as glioblastoma, lung carcinoma, melanoma human skin
and lung fibroblasts and human keratinocytes grown in 2D with
fibronectin, a phenomenon known as cell adhesion-mediated
radio-resistance.64 Furthermore, co-culture with microenvironment components such as pancreatic stellate cells can promote
radio-protection in 2D (Mantoni et al., 2011).65 Nonetheless,
despite the addition of proteins and/or non-cancerous cells of
the TME, 2D culture systems lack structure and robust spatial
organisation, resulting in random cell or protein distribution and
lack of a realistic in vivo architecture.
Xenografts
Traditional cancer research techniques for screening pre-clinical
treatments also include the xenotransplantation of human cells
into nude/immunosuppressed mouse models (xenografts).
Unlike 2D cell-culture systems, radiotherapy studies for pancreatic cancer in xenografts are much more accurate as they allow
for a more realistic recapitulation of the TME, including architecture, environmental gradients and cellular interactions as well
as realistic time frames of treatment and post-treatment survival.
Consequently, such studies result in more relevant clinical translation for radiation response studies. For example, Mantoni et
al. (2011) utilised xenograft models to verify pancreatic stellate cell-induced radio-protection in vivo.32 Similarly, Al-Assar
et al. (2014) describe co-injection of stellate cells (PSC) and
PANC-1 to improve radio-resistance in xenografts as compared
to 2D cell culture.66 Furthermore, Mukubou et al. (2010) investigate chemotherapy- and radiotherapy-induced autophagy in
xengraft models, comparing 7 vs 40 days post treatment analysis, suggesting that autophagy suppresses pancreatic cancer.67
Tuli et al., (2014) developed a PDAC xenograft via an orthotopic
implant that allowed 39 days post-treatment analysis, supporting
a clinically relevant timeframe than 2D cell culture.58 More
recently, murine models have been utilised as a platform to test
tripartite treatments for PDAC, such as hyperthermia, radiation
therapy and immunotherapy. The tripartite treatment regime
lead to a decrease in tumour growth and to improved survival
rates when compared to monotherapy.68
Despite the facilitation of realistic in vivo milieus, the xenotransplantation of human cells into mouse models has disadvantages. More specifically, foreign mouse physiology and size,
variations in genetic sequence and alternative immune responses
can impair clinical relevance to humans.5,10–13 Moreover, these
models express limited heterogeneity and reduced tumour
mutation rates,5 resulting in translational inaccuracies and high
clinical trial failure rate.5 Additionally, animal studies are time-
consuming and expensive, especially for radiotherapy research,
there are a very limited number of radiation facilities supporting
animal experimentation.12,51 Furthermore, animal research is
met with ethical complications, the three R’s known as, refine,
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reduce and replace calling for reliable animal-free treatment
screening alternatives.69

biochemical and biomechanical features of 3D tissue engineering
constructs enables the incorporation of different cell types of the
TME.76 Currently, there are a limited number of 3D tissue engineering models to support radiation treatment and resistance
profiling for PDAC, herein, we analyse those 3D models.

Tissue engineering: An emerging approach for in
vitro PDAC radiotherapy screening
As previously mentioned, the TME acts as a complex ecosystem,
hosting an abundance of different cells and cellular dynamics.
Considering the role that the TME plays in the evolution of
PDAC and its’ response to treatment, it is of vital importance to
be able to perform treatment screening studies in platforms that
can mimic as accurately as possible of the TME. Such platform
would improve our understanding of this complex ecosystem
along with our ability to create relevant treatment options. Tissue
engineering is emerging as an alternative preclinical approach,
supporting more advanced TME biomimicry. More specifically,
tissue engineering allows for better spatial and structural organisation, 3D configuration of ECM components and co-culture
of different cells of the TME, therefore offering more realistic
cellular spatial orientations and interactions, better architecture and the formation of physiological environmental gradients.10,11,70–74 PDAC tumour development and metastasis is
largely shaped by cell-ECM cross-talk.75 Moreover, enriching a
3D environment with cells of the PDAC TME that are associated
with disease progression and treatment resistance, such as stellate cells and immune cells, to remodel the ECM, facilitates more
realistic treatment platforms. The possibility of tailoring the

Spheroids
Spheroids are simple 3D cell aggregates in suspension. Some
spheroids contain a cocktail of natural peptides such as collagen
and/or matrigel to support better cell-cell interaction and adhesion.10,77–79 Spheroid systems enable the development of 3D
histological and physiological tumour features including spatial
organisation and genetic expression.10,77–81 Moreover, spheroid
models are able to lead to the formation of hypoxic regions, pH
and metabolic gradient unlike 2D cell-culture systems.,10,77–81
As a result, this model offers a more realistic platform to study
tumour cell treatment responses as compared to 2D cell-culture
systems. More specifically, 3D spheroid modeling results in
higher treatment resistance in both chemotherapeutics and
radiotherapy, when directly comparing to simplistic monolayer
2D cell cultures.
An overview of spheroid radiation research for PDAC is summarized in Table 1. More specifically, Wen et al., (2013) reported
that the pancreatic cancer cells lines MIAPaCa-2 and PANC-1,
revealed higher levels of drug resistance to gemcitabine and

Table 1. Spheroid and Scaffold models for radiation response studies

Platform

Author

Date

Cancer Type/ Cell
Line

Key Findings

Spheroid Model

Hehlgans et al

57

2009

Pancreatic Cancer:
MiaPacCa2

Identified increased sensitivity
to radiation with membrane
protein (Caveolin-1) knock
down in MiaPacCa2.

Spheroid Model

Hehlgans et al84

2009

Pancreatic Cancer:
MiaPaCa-1
PANC-1
Head and Neck:
HNSCC
Lung Cancer Cells:
A549
Colorectal Cancer:
DLD-1, HCT-116

Radio-sensitivity of pancreatic
cancer cell lines human head
and neck, lung, and colorectal
cell lines by the focal adhesion
kinase inhibitor (TAE226)

Spheroid Model

Longati et al82

2013

Pancreatic cancer PDAC

Identified chemo-radio
resistance in PDAC spheroids
when compared to 2D cell-
culture systems

Co-culture Spheres &
Xenografts

Al-Assar et al66

2014

Pancreatic Cancer:
PANC-1

Co-culture of stellate cells
(PSC) and PANC-1 were more
radio-resistant in spheres and
mouse models.

Al-Ramadan et al83

2018

Pancreatic Cancer:
BON-1

7-day post-radiation treatment
revealed dose-dependent
increase in apoptosis in BON-1

Gupta et al12

2019

Pancreatic Cancer:
PANC-1

PU scaffolds can be utilised as a
radiation response platform.
Variations in post-treatment
response after short-term (24 h)
and long-term (17 days) PANC1 culture.

Spheroid Model

Polyurethane Scaffold
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5-fluorouracil in spheroid models when directly compared to a
2D cell-culture system.78 Furthermore, Longati et al. (2013) identified changes in metabolic activity, ECM protein production and
chemotherapy and radiotherapy resistance in spheroid models of
PANC-1 as compared to 2D cell-culture systems.82 More specifically, spheroid analysis revealed increased cell-cell interaction,
aggregation, lactate accumulation, HIF-1α protein stability,
collagen and fibronectin expression and resistance specific gene
up-regulation, suggesting that this matrix rich culture method
is more advantageous than 2D cell-culture systems for biomimetic treatment screening.82 Al-Ramadan et al. (2017) showed
a radiation dose dependent sensitivity, that is, for a dose range
of 0–6 Gy, of the pancreatic neuroendocrine cell line BON-1
in spheroids seven days post-treatment detected via apoptosis
induction.83
Spheroid models are also utilised to identify potential radio-
sensitizers for PDAC. More specifically, Hehlgans et al. (2009)
identified Cav-1 (Caveolin-1: a membrane protein) as a potential radio-sensitising target in the pancreatic cancer cell line
MiaPaCa2, identifying increased radio-
sensitivity in knock-
down spheroid models.57 Furthermore, this research group
investigated the radio-sensitisation of pancreatic cancer, head
and neck, lung, and colorectal cancer cell spheroids when
exposed to the focal adhesion kinase inhibitor (TAE226) (Hehlgans et al., 2009).84
Recent spheroid developments include co-culture of multiple
cells of the TME such as cancer cells, fibroblasts and endothelial cells, offering a biologically improved 3D environment that
more readily replicates the desmoplastic reaction of the PDAC
TME.85 More specifically, Lazzari et al., (2018) developed a
multicellular spheroid facilitating the growth of pancreatic
cancer cells (PANC-1), fibroblasts (MRC-5) and endothelial
cells (HUVEC) showing increased resistance to chemotherapy
(gemcitabine and doxorubicin) as compared to mono-
type
PANC-1 spheroids. Moreover, Al-Assar et al. (2014) developed
a co-culture of stellate cells (hPSC) with pancreatic cancer cell
lines (PANC-1, PSN-1 and MiaPaCa-2) in spheroid configuration enriched with matrigel for a period of 10 days. An increase
in (i) epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT), (ii) stem
cell phenotype, that is, enhanced stem-cell marker expression,
(iii) resistance to radiotherapy treatment (enhanced clonogenic
survival) was observed in spheroid co-cultures as compared to
mono-cultures.66
However, despite the fact that spheroid systems offer more
realistic cellular interactions and the ability to spatially add
multicellular components as compared to 2D culture systems,
they lack robust porosity and mechanical stability consequently
limiting the accuracy of the TME biomechanical and structural
re-modeling.11,12,72,74 More specifically, these platforms are
unable to sustain long-term cell-culture studies due to necrotic
core formation, which is a result of the lack of porosity and
structure. Consequently, it is challenging to perform long-
term radiotherapy studies including fractionated treatment
and to study long-
term post-
treatment effects in such 3D
configurations.12
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Hydrogels
Hydrogels are emerging as platforms to allow 3D mimetic
microstructure and mechanical properties for PDAC research.
Hydrogels are cross-linked polymeric networks, which retain
very high levels of water and are able to support 3D growth and
more realistic tumour properties in terms of porosity, structure,
ECM composition and spatial nutrient and oxygen diffusion
gradient mimicry.10,11,74,77,86 Consequently, they are valuable
models for cancer research in vitro. More specifically, Ki et al.
(2014) developed a photo-curable and bio-orthogonal thiol-ene
hydrogel (fabricated from a multi-arm poly(ethylene glycol)-
norbornene cross-
linked with protease-
sensitive peptide) to
allow matrix modeling, for the pancreatic cell line COLO-357.
An increase in cell growth, cell invasion and chemotherapy resistance was observed in the hydrogels, as compared to a simple
2D culture system.86 Furthermore, Chiellini et al. (2016) developed a hydrogel of the pancreatic cancer cell line BxPC-3. The
hydrogel was made of either chitosan (mSC) or polyelectrolyte
complex (mPEC) cross-
linked with CS and poly(g-
glutamic
acid) (g-PGA).77 Pancreatic cancer cells remained live and proliferating, forming dense cell aggregates for 28 days in this hydrogel
system.77 Despite these, substantial advantages, challenges of this
model include the lack of uniform cellular distribution and difficulty in handling.10–12,72 To the best of our knowledge, there are
currently no hydrogel structures reporting radiotherapy treatment screening for PDAC found in the literature.
Polymeric scaffolds
Polymeric scaffolds are mechanically robust, porous and interconnected structures made mainly from synthetic biocompatible
polymers. Examples of synthetic polymers include polyurethane
(PU), polylactide, polyglycolide and co-polymers.10–13,72,74 Such
scaffolds can lead to the development of a variety of different
porous of fibrous micro- and macro-structures, offering a good
and variable mimicry of real tissue architecture. Furthermore,
such robust and tunable internal structural configurations facilitate good control of cell and ECM spatial distribution and the
formation of realistic environmental gradients. Moreover, these
models are low cost and reproducible in comparison animal
models.10–13,72,74 As a result, scaffold models are evolving as
pre-clinical testing platforms. For example, Ricci et al. (2014)
report on the spatial arrangement of primary PDAC cells in
three biocompatible polymeric scaffolds, i.e. poly(vinyl alcohol)/
gelatin, poly(ethylene oxide terephthalate)/poly(butylene terephthalate (PEOT/PBT) sponge and PEOT/PBT mesh.72 More
specifically, all three structures supported PDAC cell viability for
9 days and expressed tumour-specific markers. Moreover, this
research showed pore size, topography and polymer chemistry
affected PDAC spatial organisation.72 Furthermore, Totti et al.,
(2018) established PU scaffolds to support and sustain long-
term growth of dense PDAC cell masses, that is, 4 weeks, where
cancer cells produced substantial amount of ECM (collagen-1)
and formed realistic environmental gradients, that is, hypoxic
regions.11 The work of Gupta et al. (2019) is the first to report
PDAC radiotherapy treatment screening and long-term post-
radiation treatment analysis in a 3D scaffold system.12 More
specifically, chemotherapy (with Gemcitabine) (10, 50 and
100 µM), radiotherapy (250 kV X-
ray) (2, 6 and 8 Gy) and
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Figure 3. Advantages and disadvantages of spheroids and polymeric scaffolds as radiation research models for PDAC.

their combination (10 µM Gemcitabine for 48 h followed by
6 Gy radiation), was performed in a 4-week-old PU scaffold-
assisted PDAC model. Thereafter, post-treatment monitoring
of the cancer cell viability and apoptosis was monitored for up
to 17-day pos- treatment. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the longest culture of PDAC cells in a 3D scaffold and the first
post-radiation analysis.12 The time frame presented is aligned
with the time frame used in radiotherapy treatments in animal
models and clinical trials, providing an animal free, promising
alternative to pre-clinical radiotherapy treatment screening.12
The advantages and disadvantages of polymeric scaffolds for
PDAC radiation response studies are discussed in Figure 3. An
overview of scaffold radiation research for PDAC is summarised
in Table 1.
The flexibility and versatility of the synthetic scaffold platforms
enable the further addition of biological complexity via co-culturing multiple cells of the TME. More specifically, Gupta et al.
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(2020) report for the first time a hybrid, multicellular (tri-culture)
PDAC scaffold, incorporating cancer cells (PANC-1 cell line),
endothelial cells (HMEC cells) and pancreatic stellate cells PS-1
cells).13 Protein coating of the scaffold was bespoke to maximise
growth of different cellular compartments of the TME, that is, a
fibronectin rich PU centre seeded with cancer cells surrounded
by a collagen rich PU area seeded with endothelial cells and stellate cells. Such a bi-structure facilitated a realistic zonal distribution of the PDAC TME, which enabled the realistic long-term
mimicry of fibrosis/desmoplsaia and, therefore, shows promise
as a robust model for future treatment screening.13
Further to PDAC, there is some limited research on radiotherapy
screening on polymeric scaffolds for other cancer types. For
example, Gomez-Roman et al. (2016) demonstrate a 3D-mediated radio-resistance in patient derived glioblastoma cells (E2,
R10 and G7) within a polystyrene scaffold as compared to a 2D
culture system as evaluated via cell extraction from scaffolds
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and conduction of subsequent clonogenic survival assays at 21
and 0.5% oxygen.87 Hamdi et al. (2015) developed a 3D collagen
sponge scaffold for hadron therapy for the chondrosarcoma cell
line SW1353.88 More specifically, hadron-therapy (50 MeV/a O
ions) (2 Gy) was compared to conventional radiotherapy (225 kV
X-ray) (2 Gy). Thereafter, cell viability, proliferation and DNA
damage were assessed via clonogenic assay, Ki67 and gamma-
H2AX presence revealed lower proliferation profiles and higher
DNA damage after hadron therapy as compared to X-rays.88
RE-EVALUATING APPROACHES FOR
RADIOTHERAPY-INDUCED QUANTIFICATION OF
CELL DEATH IN 3D CANCER MODELS
As described in the previous sections, 3D models are advancing
to support in vitro cancer research including pre-clinical radiotherapy screening. Despite the many advantages of 3D models
for radiation response studies, the ability to extract the cells
for post-treatment analysis is challenging and can be described
as a drawback of this technique to achieve accurate cell death
quantification.10–12,89,90
Traditionally, the radiobiological definition of cell death is determined by the cells loss of reproductive integrity.91–93 Thus, a cell
is regarded as being killed by radiation not by the cellular ability
to physically survive in the population but by its reproductive
integrity.91,92 As a result, the clonogenic assay is a valued and
reliable method used to quantify cell death after radiation treatment.92 This assay measures the ability of cells to produce colonies; this method is simple, cost-effective and very well known as
a gold standard approach for radiotherapy evaluation for several
decades.91,92 However, there is no established methodology for
estimating the fraction of cells killed by radiation in 3D systems.
More specifically, there is no simple strategy for collecting the
cells from various scaffolds to allow the performance of the traditionally used clonogenic assays.
Analysis of cells in situ in 3D models via image quantification is,
therefore, a promising approach. Such imaging analysis includes
appropriate staining and fluorescence imaging via confocal
microscopy (CLSM) and/or observations of structural damages
at cell level with scanning electron microscopy (SEM), with the
latter being more qualitative rather than quantitative. Hamdi et
al. (2015) describe adaptive experimental strategies to quantify
the cellular treatment effect, as the inability to extract chondrosarcoma cells from 3D scaffolds via trypsinisation subsequently
hindered the possibility to perform clonogenic assays. More
specifically, radiation toxicity in their 3D scaffolds was monitored with (i) a viable cell fraction determination, that is, the
in situ cytotoxic assay Toxilight, (ii) a proliferation index, that
is, via scaffold sectioning for mapping the Ki-67 proliferation
marker secretion, (iii) a comparison of protein secretion from
treated and untreated samples.88 Similarly, Gupta et al. (2019)
performed in situ analysis of the cell survival in the scaffolds
post-radiotherapy. More specifically in situ viability was monitored with (i) the cell viability assay Alamar Blue, (ii) sectioning
staining and imaging multiple scaffold sections. Image analysis
of the live/dead cell ratios and distribution in each image enabled
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the provision of quantitative results on post-radiotherapy cell
viability and proliferation in 3D.12 In contrast, Gomez-Roman et
al. (2016) successfully extracted glioblastoma cells (E2 (R10 and
G7) from polystyrene scaffolds via trypsinisation, allowing for
the identification of radio-resistance in 3D models via the traditional clonogenic survival assay.87
From the above limited studies in 3D, it is evident that
cellular extraction and, therefore, quantification of radiotherapy induced cell death is scaffold dependent. The structural complexity of scaffolds can contribute to such variations.
Therefore, with the very recent advancements in radiotherapy
screening in biochemically and structurally complex 3D
models, there is a need for the re-evaluation of traditional
approaches along with the development of alternative and novel
protocols for post-radiotherapy quantitative cell death evaluation. Overall, 3D models are able to act as building blocks to
add features of the unique and complex TME, proving a more
realistic approach to mapping treatment profiling in vitro.
Studies are emerging to harness this technology, however clear
and universal quantification methods are required.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Preclinical research and clinical data indicate that current
radiotherapy regimes are not efficient to treat pancreatic
cancer. At the same time, novel radiotherapy approaches such
as MRI-linacs or proton therapy are being developed and could
be promising alternative approaches for PDAC treatment. To
better screen current and novel radiotherapy treatment for
PDAC appropriate, simple, low-cost yet accurate pre-clinical
models are needed and have started to emerge. Such models
allow the evaluation of different biological endpoints, the addition of radio-resistant parameters, and can facilitate long-term
post-radiation analysis for more realistic treatment response
studies. At the same time, there are challenges associated
with characterisation and quantification of post-radiotherapy
effects in such 3D models. Overall, this review paper highlights the need for further research on the use of 3D models
for pre-clinical radiotherapy screening including (i) 3D (re)-
modeling of the PDAC hypoxic TME to allow for late effects
of ionising radiation (ii) screening of novel radiotherapy
approaches and their combinations as well as (iii) a universally
accepted 3D model image quantification method for evaluating TME components in situ. This review aims to act as a
reference point for ongoing tissue engineering research into
the development of 3D models for advancing radiotherapy for
pancreatic cancer.
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